We 
Introduction
Data structures, including dynamic ones, are an integral part of effective computing. Yet message passing systems for parallel and distributed computation, such as Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) and Message Passing Interface (MPI), do not provide the capability to send and receive dynamic data structures as part of their standard. If one created decision trees on multiple processors and wanted to send and receive these trees between processors for comparisons, one would have to develop specialized software to accomplish this for each message passing scheme used. This would involve flattening the data structure, sending it, receiving it, and then reconstituting it. In MPI the software Judith Ellen DEVANEY NIST, USA judith. devaney @ nist. gov to accomplish this is laborious to create. In contrast, languages such as Java provide a mechanism to flatten data structures, called serialization. One can send such serializations simply. However, Java does not have the amenities of MPI such as broadcast, or topologies. This work describes a general methodology that can be used to create serializations in C that can be used with any message passing system.
Note that we have already looked over the CORBA methods in [8].
Generalizing data-type transfer

Notation
First we define two names : complex data-types and dynamic data-types.
Complex data-types
Every composed data-type using C data-types (basic or constructed) without pointers (see figure 1) . 
Dynamic data-types
Every "complex" data-type using pointers to refer to other data-type(s) (see figure 2) . 
Dynamic data-type transfer
Dynamic data-type transfer is an issue on all distributed systems, and if a message passage library provides means to transfer complex data-types, few provide their dynamic data-type counterpart.
In essence to be able to transfer dynamic data-types, there are a few basic steps that are to followed. Those steps are, for the sending part of the transfer process : This provides a means for "data-type serialization". As we will show later in this article, the AutoLink algorithm matches (and specializes) those criteria. To fully understand this, we will present the MPI data-type problem that AutoMap and AutoLink solve.
AutoMap & AutoLink
MPI issues
Message passing is used widely on distributed memory parallel machines and clusters of computers. The MPI standard defines an easy way to work with such concepts, by providing support for : The binding of the standard with the C language provides a way to address issues such as data-types, where in MPI this is done through opaque objects accessed via handles.
Still, the MPI library can only transfer data-types that it knows about, and the C implementation of MPI only knows about basic types in C. Extending the range of those datatypes is allowed by creating user defined MPI data-types; a long, repetitive and complicated process, that can be described in six operations :
1. Set up an array defining the number of data of each kind that will be used (in the same order as the structure definition).
2. Set up an array that will contain the type specification for each element contained in the structure.
3. Set up an internal displacement array containing the memory offset of each field.
4. Give a name to the MPI data-type.
5. Build the new MPI type. Set the container of the MPI data-type .
6.
Validate the type existence to be used with MPI.
Such complex data-types can only be sent and received once they are described to the MPI library, but in the case of dynamic data-types, it is left to the user to enforce the packing and unpacking required.
AutoMap and AutoLink are solutions to these needs using the MPI library; 0 AutoMap creates user defined MPI data-types from C structs after reading them from a file.
0 AutoLink gives the MPI user a means to transfer dynamic data-types simply from one MPI node to another.
AutoMap
AutoMap[l, 31 is designed to simplify the MPI user's task when creating complex data-types. It is a source-tosource compiler designed to read from user C data-types definition files typedef and s truct entries, recognizing special directives (placed inside of C comments) and generating a set of files containing MPI data-type definition and creation procedures.
AutoLink
AutoLink [3] is a library extension to MPI, designed to allow users to transfer dynamic data-types via MPI (the marshalling/unmarshalling process of CORBA[8]). It requires AutoMap to parse the user data-type entries and provides high level functions to transfer them. The file generation process is shown in figure 3 .
The public transfer operations are based on the MPI functions of the same name, and are preceded by AL-'. 
AutoLink works with Packets (elements of the same data-types put together in order to fasten the transfer process), and its transfer functions can be described easily by :
Send Starts from the user data-type entry point, follows each pointer link in a breadth first traversal, stores data into "Packets", and sends them.
Recv Receives all the data, stores it, recreates the links between the fields of the data-structures, and return the entry point to the user.
AutoLink performance is influenced by the use of PACKETS. This is studied in [7] .
Transfer operations
AutoLink transfer operations are based on send and receive algorithms that are generic enough so that the basic concept and order presented can be used both in blocking and non blocking operations (even if the lower level code needs to be different to process the requests generated by non blocking operations).
' AL-Send for example
Internal data-types
To fully understand the simplified algorithms to be presented hereafter, one must understand the specific datatypes developed for AutoLink.
NEXT Elements to traverse.
mark Elements already traversed ADDRESS Addresses -memory representation-of elements.
LINKS Information required to perform the reverse address conversion of recreated elements.
PACKET Used to "pack" elements of the same data-type together before transfer.
Initial message
The new algorithm for AutoLink reduces the number of communications from two messages for each partial send to one initial message and one for each partial send. This is done by separating computation and transfer while in the previous version of the algorithm, both overlapped.
The initial message contains two pieces of information :
1.
2.
4.3
Number of elements to be sent; total number of elements to be send for each data-type.
Initial element, so that we can recreate the data-type by knowing which element is the leading element of the reconstructed dynamic data-type.
Send Algorithm
The send simplified algorithm is given in figure 4 . Lines preceded by "@" are found in the AutoMap generated code, and entries preceded by "*" are MPI specialized.
Reception Algorithm
It could be found in figure 5 , and follow the same rules that are defined for figure 4.
Communication system dependencies
Some functions ofthe algorithm need to be specialized in order to work properly with a given communications system such as MPI or PVM.
There are three types of items that need consideration : 
I recreated links
Also, the only specialized part required for the AutoLink algorithm to work properly is to have AutoMap generate a few specialized functions for traversal and reconstruction of those user created data-types (C structs).
( l*If PACKET is full, send it
The generalization splits the send and receive functions in two parts : communication (eg MPI) specific and communication non specific, so that one can use the non specific part to create a genuine "message" that he can then transfer using methods of the communication mechanism chosen, and simply use on the other end the reverse message ereation process to recreate the data-types in memory.
2. data-type representation between heterogeneous machines. For example, MPI has predefined data-types such as MPI-Integer that are guaranteed to be transfered successfully between machines.
3. method to aggregate data into a packet. For example, this method is considered inefficient and a higher level data-type may be constructed.
To do so, we would have to modify the algorithm so munication system independent) : message aggregation and message expansion. The first one would generate a message by packing together the multiple nodes of the dynamic PVM has a Pack/Unpack construct. MPI does also, but that there are only two data-type specific functions (corn-
Generalizing the AutoLink solution
data-type to be sent. The second, would perform the reverse message generation process, and memory reconstruct the received message. It may be required to have a part that makes the data-type specific functions "communication system aware"; so that there is an actual mapping between the created message and the communication system.
When looked at from a general point of view, the specific algorithms developed for AutoLink are in the essence :
The actual data transfer part (communication system dependent) would then be left open to the user discretion, understanding that in the case of the MPI standard, a simple MPI sendheceive.
Graph traversal (marked)
2. Address conversion (absolute to relative)
Data transfer (using packets)
Then one will not be limited by the functions provided by AutoLink in the sense that as of now only the send and reo Receive:
1 . Data reception (and memory creation) ceive functions (blocking and non blocking) would be available to use on the data-type but any kind of transfer function . -
2.
Graph links recreation (reverse address " --from broadcast to reduce (as long as the reduce called prosion) cess is "message aware"). The software evolution required here is for future versions of the G6MPI data-types tools^^ project, making it passible to evolve into a "data-types transfer tools".
We will not speak of future implementations issues yet for those ideas are still to be looked into more closely, but this makes it possible for us to think of other possibilities re- 
